COMPANY OVERVIEW

Penguin Solutions™ designs, builds, deploys, and manages AI and accelerated computing infrastructures at scale.

01 DESIGN
Tailored approach to designing new computing infrastructures that power AI.
• Server, Network, & Data Center
• End to End Services

02 BUILD
Expert integration of cluster-based solutions with in-factory rack, cable, and system burn-in testing.
• High-quality Solutions
• On-Schedule Delivery

03 DEPLOY
Proven track record at setting up AI factories at industry-leading speed.
• Hybrid Cloud Solution
• Rapid Availability
• Integrated Access

04 MANAGE
Advanced Penguin system management software suite with on-site expert support.
• Faster Performance
• Reduced Down Time

TRUSTED ADVISOR FOR AI FACTORIES

24 YEARS EXPERIENCE
AI/HPC

AI CLUSTER MANAGEMENT
Scyld Suite

BROAD MARKET EXPERTISE
Commercial and Government

FLEXIBILITY
On Prem, Cloud, and Hybrid

SGH
Nasdaq

NVIDIA CERTIFIED
DGX Managed Service Provider

PENGUIN SOLUTIONS LOCATIONS
• Headquarters in Fremont, California
• Manufacturing in U.S. with sales and support available in the US and select worldwide locations